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IS. ABSTRACT 

"^ The proposed study to-be outlined here has three goals: first, to find the 
dimensions of variation among nations with respect to their dyadic conflict behavior over 
a continuous series of months and to compare these month to month dimensions with 
dimensions derived through employing an annual time frame; secondly, to ascertain the 
groups of nation dyads that exhibit similar patterns of conflict behavior over time; 
and thirdly, to discuss the profiles of dyadic conflict behavior for each of the 
groups delineated in the analysis. 

Data have been collected on several measures of foreign conflict behavior over 275 
dyads for 1963. These data will be reorganized into 12 month periods, intercorrelated, 
and factor analyzed. The factors derived from this analysis will then be compared with 
those derived from the-1963 study of Hall and Rummel, 27. Factor scores for each dyad 
will be calculated to determine its position along the foreign conflict dimensions. 
These scores will then be used in the calculation of distances for grouping by direct 
factor analysis and hierarchical clustering schemes. Profile delineation will be 
computed using the factor scores for each of the groups derived in the analysis. 
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I. ABSTRACT 

The proposed study to bo outlined here hra  thiroe gonlss first, 

to find the dimmislona of variation among nations with respect to their 

dycidic conflict bohavlor over a continuous series of months and to 

compare these month to month dimeriüiüiis with dimensions derived through 

employing an annual tiine frame; secondly, to ascertain the groups of 

nation dyads that exhibit similar pattern.? of conflict behavior over time; 

and thirdly, to discuss the profiles ot; dyadic conflict: behavior for each 

of the groups delineated in the analysis. 

Data have been collected on several measures of foreign conflict 

behavior over 275  dyads for 1963. These data will be reorganized into 

12 month periods, intercorrelated, and factor analyzed. The factors derived 

from this analysis will then be compared with those derived from the 1963 

study of Hall and Rummel, 27. Factor scores for each dyad will be calculated 

to determine its position along the foreign conflict dimensions. These 

scores will then he used in the calculation of distances for grouping by 

direct factor analysis and hierarchical clustering schemes. Profile 

delineation will be computed using the factor scores for each of the groups 

derived in the analysis. 

II. THE STUDY OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 

It is now commonplace to say that the study of international 

relations has been undergoing a scientific revolution. This revolution 

seems to be a generally accepted fact..-'- If any work can signify the shift 

to more systematic, scientific inquiry, it is Qulncy Wright's A  Study of 

Wnr_, 90, which dwells upon trends, themes, systematic methodologies, and 

the contributions of the social sciences to international relations. 'Ehe 

new emphasis upon analytic components is not divorced from the older 

schemes, however. Concepts centra.! to the field before the revolution 



still tide the diaptcvs ol texts.2 xho heavy analytical emphaois of 

current research in international relations has served to tie together older 

concepts into ;i theoretical and explanatory nexus. This process war. 

initiated early by the now classical works of Carr, 11> and I-lorgonthau, .A2, 

Eighteen years fico, Harold Guetskow set forth a design for 

international relations research and theory that pointed in a constructive 

direction, 25. Guetzkow's idea is simply that the field was so extensive 

and complex that the best procedure would be to build some clusters or 

islands of partial theory and research. These clusters were to be connected 

gradually as relationships among the parts became clarified. The litera- 

ture on self-examination and evaluation has grown in the eighteen years 

since Guetzkow wrote his challenge to the fieldj3 so too have the quanti- 

tative studies in international relations,^ 

In another important early work on theory, Charles McClelland, 38, 

has suggested that we consider the difference between the body of litera- 

ture on what constitutes a Theory or model and the "theories" of inter- 

national relations. Looking at Theory, there are two systems with which 

every scientist deals. First there is the analytical system composed of 

absolute truths. This system represents an organization of axioms relevant 

to the substantive interest of the analyst. In addition to this system, 

there is the empirical system about -which our perceptions provide knowledge. 

The interfact betv/een the analytical and empirical system is the concern of 

ßcience. At issue is the accuracy with which this connection is made. 

The method of science is not the mechanics of data analysis but the 

rationale on vhich it bases its acceptance or rejection of hypotheses. 
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There Imvo bccti a number ot olL'OKiiatlve ciuilyl>'c{ii {ty-i.tr cuploy^d 

In nn attempt: lo comprehend the empirical Hy.';ton, 'ihc roost: widely 

employed method for orsenlzlng n:!iüiir: is used In the lo^ica}. «nnlyt'eu of 

tho traditions] approach. These attempts are quite compatible with the 

more current, mathematical approaches cs has been demonstrated by Russell 

and Uhitehead in pyineipea mthanatiea. 68. Tlierc have been quite recent 

attempts to define an analytical, system in this manner. The work of 

Geltung, 2?., and Heintz, 32, are the logical organization of a series of 

hypotheses stemming from concepts of rank disequilibrium. 

Proponents of logical approaches in international relations include 

Rosecrance, 58,' Burton, 9; Lisha, 32j Moldolski, 46} Haas, 32» and 

Deutsch, 9. These writers' elaboration of an analytic, conceptual scheme 

is an acknowledged move towards a science of international relations. In 

being theoretically explicit and in talking in terms of causal relationships, 

the proponents of this outlook are self-consciously "scientific." But 

they are scientific largely in form and not substance. Knowledge cannot 

^e Accumulated because there are few systematically organized findings. 

Generalizations cannot be disproven because they lack empirical specifi- 

city. And theories, such as Equilibrium, cannot be tested because they 

lack logical or mathematical rigor. 

In the past decode other analytical systems have been usod in 

increasing regularity. The newer techniques can be distinguished from 

the earlier traditional approach in that they all have attempted to in- 

crease the rigor of their definitions to the point where verbal distinc- 

tions between cases or objects is replaced by quantitative distinctions. 

This development can be traced to two groups. Within political science 

departments, younger men were developing who had had mathematical or 
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frnjjtnfcrh^ bnckgvounds« 15ti«©larn Mlw Iteiaw, AlUer, i^.^a,-«.., ea»l Rinn«! 

nre nwoitj' tlil« u •.? j"rvH»j» V3U«R« «Jüvrlfiffsil coineidod vHU tSJö «MV^üiif pf 

moco traditionally tvnlnod uen Into .■■■-'.5^ «j* .8 Mti«1)s;tfs O'^lellfs^l» 

Slnßor, Uoutscli, J'ool» nnd l.Vrih)  At the tww« tJy«», «trJinniJists mA 

r.clioli-.n: trained In othftr ülucivllmu mtl r^lhodologlpff aw! eonecrneil 

about the conscquoncea of another wrlA xtax, boson lo eontoot provoilins 

approaches tind coneeptOt Rcr-c.-nrch by KJincberc» Cantrll, I:lehnrd8(»itt 

Rappaport, Guotiikow, and Schollinf, are all c>:nnplcn of this fortlllKatlon 

fron other flcJtlr;. 

Perhaps the most widely employed orßenis'.otlon of cuplvlcnl nodols 

In international relations has been statistical Investlcatlon« The 

statistical analysis of operationally defined concepts has taken two 

directions. The most frequently used approach has been descriptive. The 

vork of McClelland, Al, North, Ilolstl, and Brcdy, 50, Singer and Small, 

71, and Tanter, 84, fit into thi« group. These men have attempted to 

define concepts of substantive interest by employing a single variable to 

represent each concept. Employing statistical teclmiqucs, they have then 

compared several of.  these concepts. 

Some statistical analysts have been explicitly inferential in their 

approach. That is they have stated an expected relationship and then 

tested to see if their concepts exhioited these relationships. Among the 

scholars working in this area have heen Riker, 57; Zinnes, 96; Haas, 3*, and 

Brody, S. 

Another attempt to develop an analytical system has been through the 

use of probability models. Probability models have been used by only a few 

scholars interested in international relations, Horovath has studied 
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J*.   WffJsp&; If, ^»j KafTCUi ^g and ^Icl**^««1*«, Ms hm® &H® e8^lt«!i 

h^s Hfeil ct^KSdfifeM'r la^fii i?^ Hit- f-i»0^ ®? iiiterne£lA<eM] rftletlono«   l^» 

relalrd iM«f#iJfö} rijij*i^r!*f to il«f«*^ «Sf-%atl«»f«ir.tse«, l^i'« eelyiiifs U5*®>3» 

linear «tlgebfa, hovo tteiMii«   Tbe nauoifi of dto tvo haa been Utn graph 

dworelJc^l ei,tiwi,|»rte t© de3?.crJI??» MiwiMf 1/ Um--, 7; ^tPleUfe:^«;, 59| 

and Ibrsry, 2C.   llie eGerim«? P««! iwrli^j^ aus'«» wli'cJy c^f»!^«! ©f thr Umov 

algebra irtt^'r^f,- |,,.-. j,,,  ^ letcttft mwlysis,   llnfe «5^s«J©s;s n^^ ^u tile 

approach attt of th« for^:   To vliM rtCfeiti 5 -^ a act of vM^iorr« litHf.vly 

dependent upon t&ch other for a ßlvtji tc^ t of v«eltf£s( and t*k'£ ->'«■ rhf 

nlniiaun nu»lier of vectorts vhitth ca>i reprcümu^t iltfne valn^t:.   tliJs: i^tlttHl 
a 

of loohlni; at reality con&Jdesrn a &c>rJep of v.-tlrn».. «s vtrrtcrn rpsntili!» 

tlto space vlilch locates thu cntltl«^ being r.tudJeJ,    It pcoceftta to 

delincote tlie Kcoreu for entitles en iho r;inj«au'4 ret of (iirtfettnienn needed 

to represent the orlginel veriiiblc vecton:,    'ilv   tedtidque 1& <;?»>>'* J At 

least tacitly by Rusüett, 69; Alker, 1; VnutM-, B5\ iKiy, lOj Ruemel, 62; 

Cnltcl), 15) Cfuzr. end Denk«, 2/i; end Denton cM Philllpo, 18, 

A final form of titodcl building has relied upon clntßica!) K«thci:."t.Jto, 

(RichnrdKon, 56j Smoker, 75^ end McGuire,.43)•    In classical Llathcmatics 

one considers tlic veriMblcs ns coordinates c»£ the space beinf. analysed and 

then delineates tlie relationship between the variables by iiJotU.nü a func- 

tion.    This method bogins vjith Icnowledge of botli the independent and 

dependent variables and seeks the functions nivJ coefficients which relate 

the two sets of data.    Classical mathematice ir, distineuishable froit! 



fnctoj; «nalysia in this rcs>pcci. as the latter nsnumes that dato on tha 

dependent variable nnd ;•. linear fnnation ia assumed, The object of factor 

analyois .•,!•. to «säcortain Uif; .linear function which beat relates the 

dependent variables to a set of underlying, but unobserved Independent 

variables. 

To date, analytical, modele; have been employed mostly in describing 

and organizing the empirical system, John R. Matt has pointed out that 

there is a developmental stage in which every science passes, 54. This 

stage includes an early period of.  emphasizinn description and taxonomy 

building. Tin; passage through this stage must be as quiclc as possible so 

that theory can become an integral part of tfee field. Currently, there art 

few researchers in international relations who have an explicit theoretical 

model. Riker's coalition building model, Rummel's field theory, and 

Galtung's rank disequilibrium theory are among the fevr explicitly stated 

models. 

Given the current descriptive stage of political science, a 

distinction should be made between mechanistic and abstractive theories 

of reality. The essence of a mechanistic theory is that some form of 

vlsuali^able picture should always bo employed. That is, one explains the 

mathematical relationships between his variables by introducing a series 

of substantively plausible intervening variables that have not been 

analyzed, but are expected to explain the relationships. Examples are; 

Deutsch and Singer^ 20; Russett, 70; E. Hass, 29; and Singer and Small, 74. 

Turning from mechanistic theory to abstractive theory formulations, 

these attempts accept the mathematical relationship as being interpreted 

without, the addition of a series of mediating or intermediary variables. It 

is asserted that while there must be a series of agents acting between 

the variables analyaed, any attempts to delineate thorn would result in an 
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infinitp. search of plausible intervening variables. Examples of work 

employing an abstracliive point of view ares McClelland et al, A2; 

Rummel, 67j and Smoker, 73. 

The advance of scientific theories in international relations 

certainly awaits the further development of model building. The unfolding 

of an analytical model is not divorced from the descriptive and taxonomic 

stages of development» however. While thic study will be descriptive in 

nature, it: will certainly not be atheoretical, I will take an abstractive 

approach to delineating relationships in my analysis. My approach to the 

development of an analytic system will be through factor analysis and linear 

algebra. 

III. FOREIGN CONFLICT BEHAVIOR 

The study of international conflict is not limited to any one 

discipline. Scholars of almost every disciplinary background have analysed 

international conflict. A  basic distinction is discernible within this 

group, however. Those who have approached international conflict from 

the psychological or sociological disciplines have assumed that conflict 

represents an abnormal type of behavior much like a mass mental sickness, 

(Pear, 52; Grace, 23; Head, 45; Allport, 2; Freud, 21; and James, 35). 

Political scientists and systems theorists have more often tended to look 

at conflict as representing normal interaction in the face of competing 

goals on the part of nations (Snyder and Paige, 80; Organski, 52; 

Wright, 52; Boulding, 6; McClelland, 40; and Schelling, 71), 

This analysis will follow the latter attempts by defining conflict 

behavior as "opposition among social entities directed against one another.,," 

(Wright, 92, p. 146)„ and as "an adjustment process in which, as opposing 

energy systems meet, the energy of each is directed against the other to 
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remove, dominate, or destroy it..." (Carr, itrlicj; omitted, 12, p. 30.1). 

I will make the distinction between several common components of conflict: 

there appears to be a situation in whicb tvJo or more parties direct thelv 

enerey at each other's expense (Rununel, 62, ]>. A). 

Since "conflictual behaviors ore those designed to destroy, injure, 

thwart, or otherwise control another party or other parties..." (Hack and 

Snydcr, 44, 218), one should be able to measure each behavior In terms of 

specific act.'; (e.g., attacks or warnings) or occurrences reflecting the 

aOS^ßation of such attacks (e.p.., war). These acts arc considered to be 

dyadic; that is, they originate in one nation and are directed at another. 

Kxamples of such dyads are the United Status to North Vietnam, Soviet Union 

to China, Israel to Jordan, and Jordan to Israel. 

The focus of my interest in conflict Is on interaction—on the 

Interplay of conduct —- and, therefore, on social process much wore than on 

observed or attributed traits of the actors. In the terminology now rising 

In the international relations field, McClelland, 40; Uoscnau, 59; 

Singer, V2; Snydcr, 7^; and Sondorraann, C2t  the emphasis is on the 

wakings of the international conflict system more than on tbc analyses 

of foreign policies. I wish to bring into focus a large number of the 

aspects, modes and functions of International political cemmunications. 

Others have suggested approaches for analyzing this international conflict 

system. Bouldlng, 6, for cxa.r.ple, ban sketched a static node! of competi- 

tion within which he locates the concept oC conflict. Parties to conflict 

are identified, the "positions" of parties in a behavior space are con- 

ccptualizcd, and conflict is defined "as a situation of competition in 

which the parties are aware cf the incompetibllicy of potential future 

positions, and in which each party wishes to occupy a position which Is 

incompatible with th^ wishes cf the other" (p. 5). The result is the 



identification of the indifference area (cv "SCL"), the conflict area, end 

tbo 1^0(1x1)^ or bargaining .ito.a. Boulding's next nLei» if, to sketch in « 

dynamic model, Ulis extension o.C Ins static ir.oclnl borro.;;. heavily from 

Richardson i>roc:c3i-c3 r.nfl classical mathematics. The research proposed 

hate Mill  investigate »i dynamic extension similar to ßoulding's buL 

employing linear algebra and factor analysis. 

Uoulding's thought provoking pice« iv.  especially applicable in the 

current period of international politic;;, 'flic post UorW War 11 period 

has produced a great doiil of conflict, 'j'iii.r: behavior between nations has 

tended to cloud the clcuir distinction between peace and war. Throughout 

this period, several situations have exhibited quasi^peacc alternating with 

quasi-war relationships; Indian-Pakistan and Arab-Israeli relations provide 

prccire examples of this quasi-peace-war cycle, The Soviet Union cm! the 

United States have also experienced these fluctuations in certain places 

during certain time periods. 

Current research efforts have concentrated quite heavily upon the 

topic of conflict behavior. Previous work bar. provided r. good ccal of 

Information about conflict in the international system over tir.se: (Singer 

and Small, 73; Denton and Phillips, 18} Wright, ?3; Richardson, 5ii; 

Hoyal, A8; and Rosecrance, 50), between select pairs of nations over tine 

(McClelland ct al, 'i?.; McClelland, 'ilj North ft al, f>0; l.'hiting, 91; and 

Smoker, 70; or for all nations at a single point in time (Hummel, 66; and 

Tanter, 85). Uhile the preceding analyses have only begun to scratch the 

surface, another area or concern «eems quite compelling. In order to 

develop a theoretical model accounting for changes in conflict relations 

over tine and to analyse the conflict behavior of all nations, X will 

attempt to combine the longitudinal approach of the c.n^c studies, (Smoker 
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and HcClelland) with the all inclusive approach of llunmel «nil Tanter. 

When one in  dealing vJt.h conflict as an interactive exchange between 

nations both of which are attempting to achieve mutually incompatible 

goals (ßoulding, 6, p.   ), a time slice as short cs possible vould bo 

desirable. I plan to looh at the total range of conflict behavior over 

all conflict dyads for a series of consecutive points in time. 

By adopting this approach, I reject the notion that international 

conflict can bo measured by a single indicator such as the number killed. 

Such indicators represent only aspects of conflict, although important 

ones. J. will be looking for the dimensions of conflict that arc found to 

be independent of each other. 1 am searching for the smallest number of 

dimensions that accurately describe the variety cf conflict behavior 

between nations over 12 monthly periods. Given the difficulty of using 

single variable indicics for any one concept, i.e. poor data with unknown 

sources of error — random and systematic — and validity problems of the 

definitions, students of international relations are faced with the situation 

similar to Heisenberg1s indetcrminancy principle in quantum physics. \Ic 

cannot measure the precise position o£ "change" of a nation in the system. 

Instead, «o might move to methods that deal with probability densities — 

that define stable structure among arrays of attributes and behavior. In 

those areas where several variables tend to provide dense clusters of 

information we are most likely to find the best measures for describing 

international relations. 

This approach to empirical cor.cept formation is associated with 

factor analysis. Hall and Rummel have analysed the conflict behavior of 

all nations in 39G3, 7.7.    When they considered 1963 as a single time 

slice, they found five dimensions of dyadic foreign conflict behavior. 
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Grouping nations by types Is «": bnsic step in describing phenanenon 

and building c  science. By establishing types, '..'C- simplify reality and 

increase our ability to explain phenomena. Our types era  boundaries 

defining different groups of conflict relationships. Students of inter- 

national relations have always dealt with nation types. The problem with 

prevailing iyi>a;;, however, is that the rationale underlying categoriza- 

tion is of ion not explicit. 5 My approach will be- to define; the similari- 

ties among nation dyads in terun of t'iPir location in the space of tlio 

dimentsions of dyadic conflict behavior an.! to delineate tlio profiles of 

each group's behavior on the basic dimensions. In the rocthodologica] 

section 1 will develop a methodology for providing profiles of dyadic 

behavior. 

In the preceding 1 have established the relationship of this 

study to previous analysis of conflict. 1 have also laid out the theo- 

retical questions which guide the analysis, which in suwapvy are: 

(1) what arc the diwensionn of variation among nations with respect to 

their dyadic conflict behavior over a continuous series of months, 

(2) what is the relationship of these dimensions to the yearly dimensions 

found by Hall and Rummel; (3) what vrc  the groups of nation dyads that 

exhibit similar conflict, behavior over time;; and (4) what arc the profiles 

of eacli group's conflict behavior? What follows ir. a description of the 

data to be analyzed and the methodology that vül be employed. 

IV. DATA 

The conflict data have been collected from rim daily Hew Yorl; 

Times using the foreign conflict code sheet given in HiiDnr.cI, 63. The data 

were ccllcctnJ by actors, object, date, aad typo of conflict act or 

actions. Kiju're i presents the code sheet. 
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The data were used to analyze dyadic conflict behavior oJ: 1963 (Hall and 

Riuiimel). Figure II presents the form of the matrix of data which was 

analyzed in that work. It should be clear that the results of factor 

analyzing this matrix will refer to patterns of conflict behavior of 

nations directed toward other nations. There were 275 dyads exhibiting 

conflict behavior in 1963. We will employ all 275 dyads in this study 

and make use of the data collected by Hummel. The data will be reorganised 

from the frequencies for the one year employed in the previous; study to a 

month-by-month aggregation. These data will then bo screened to determine 

vhat categories have a sufficient frequency of occurrence for the analysis. 

Once the categories have been determined, the data matrix of Figure II 

will be one of twelve slices that will be ui;ed in the current project. 

The result of data organization will be a cube of dimensions M number of 

variables across 275 dyads, twelve months deep. Figure III presents the 

form of the cube to be analysed. 

Two questions are pertinent at this point: 

1) Why have months been chosen as the time frame? and 

2) Is the Wew_York, Times a sufficient source of Information? 

I have chosen months rather than weeks or days as a time frame because there 

©re not enough conflict events reported in the Hew York Times In a day or 

week. The matrix that would result for each week would contain too many 

«ero cells. Since 1  am interested In the diplomatic aspects of conflict — 

the give and take of international bargaining and negotiation — I 

will want to concentrate on as small a time frame as my data will allow, 

A Monthly period seems to be appropriate in this case. 
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Turning to the reliability problem associnted with thß UüC of a 

single newspaper, T do not: conoider that the N£v^qrk_Tlmes provides 

accurate, frequency counts of the amount of conflict between any two 

nations. In fact I aasume the frequency of conflict acts to be an 

understatement in most cases, Tims, the number of warnings and defense 

acts between Israe] and Jordan may not reflect the actual quantities in 

a given month. I do consider the source as presenting an accurate 

pattern of occurrences for each variable over the dyads in this study, 

however. The correlation coefficient that will be the initial measure 

of similarity employed in this research, measures the pattern similarity 

of values for two conflict variables and not the magnitude similarity. 

Thus if two variables measuring conflict behavior have the same pattern, 

they will be perfectly correlated. Figure IV depicts this relationship. 

In addition to variables measuring conflict behavior, two other 

types of variables will be employed to help in discussing the dimensions 

of dyadic conflict behavior. Time fluctuations will be measured by four 

time variables. The first will have a one in all entries for January, a 

two for February, and so on through a 12 for the December observations. 

Another time variable will be the log of time, the third will be the 

result of a quadratic equation that should measure whether conflict is 

more (or less) frequent in the summer months.  A fourth will form a sine 

function. A check of variables which load with these time- functions will 

provide descriptive information as to trends in conflict behavior. 

Error in conflict data can be of two types: random or systematic. 

If random error were present, the correlations between variables would be 

reduced below what they would be without such errors. That is, a sig- 

nificant correlation between data that one suspects to contain a lot of 
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random "noise" can be considered even more significmit then ii  one ircro 

dealing with  uncontaminated data.6 The impact of such error on the 

results of.  factor analysis would be to lower somewhat the loadings that 

the variable have on the factory, but not to d5.stort the factor structure 

as a whole,' 1 \iill  include a variable of random numbers, chosen fron a 

random number table in my analysis. The results cf factor analyzing a 

matrix that includes this variable would provide tvu bench marks in 

interpreting the general results. Ifj for instance, the random variable 

has a loading of .250 on a factor, then all loadings less than or near 

that should be considered as questionable. The loadings mimht: be the 

result of random error alone. By looking at the cosraunality of the 

random variable across all factors, the researcher is faced with a similar 

problem. The variance accounted for in factor analyses of variables with 

communalities similar to the random variable may be due to random 

variance, alone. 

Systematic error is that correlated with either the error or true 

values of the other variables. The result may be overly high or low 

correlations and factors with little accuracy. Three separate variables 

will be included to check on systematic error. The embassies and legations 

in both nations in the dyad will be used as a measure of world interest: of 

that dyad. The mean energy consumption per capita of a dyad will be 

Included as a measure of the joint economic development; of the dyads. 

And thirdly, a measure of censorship in A and B will be included to 

check, on the likelihood of difference in the reporting of conflict behavior 

between dyads about which information is difficult to acquire. Other 

studies have made similar attempts at ascertaining the effect of systematic 

error and have used the high loadings of the systematic error variables as 

bench marks when interpreting the factors (Rummcl,64 and Tauter, 85). 
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One other proccdujre will l>e carried out in order to facilitate 

comparisons oi  the results of this project with other analysis« In addition 

to the 290 dyads that have conflict in  19f»3, vu will odd one wore dyad. 

This dyad wil] have r.cro's for all conflict variables, thus representing 

dyads without any conflict behavior, i.e., "peace." The peace dyad will 

be the null case of conflict. By including such a null case in similar 

studier;, a conaaon point: for comparison is provided. The origin of the 

space spanned by the dimensions of conflict can be set at this point in 

space so that the origin is invariant from one analysis to another, 

V. THE RESEARCH DESIGN 

Tha flow of a research project in along a number of research stepj-.. 

Each step it; a node comprising a particular procedure chosen from among 

a number of alternatives. 

In this section, I will describe the methods in the logical order 

that they arc anticipated to taUe in the research. Figure V presents a 

flow chart of the step:; to be followed in completing the analynis. Down 

the center of the chart arc the wain stcpr. to be followed. It Is 

envisioned that several answers will be derived at different points in the 

research project. Squares which branch off to the sicie of the main flow 

represent answers that are derived in the proccos of completing the 

research cycle. The data, collection, previously discussed, will result 

in a data cube. Cettell terns the data cube that I wish to analyze a 

multjfacct matrix (Cattail 13, p.l?.l ). Tho actual matrix envisioned 5.n 

thin project i!; presented in Figure VI. I havo decided to stack the time 

slices: on top of each oLlu:);, Thus, each month is a dyad by conflict matrix. 

January, 1%% is the top matrix and December, 1963, i;; the bottom 

matrix. In this way, I will have combined both the overtime and ccroKs 
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dyatlü analyser, into a single matrix. This technique is not tiev; In the 

sociaJL sciences. Cattcll^ Rumnel, FIH! Tuckcrihave all suggested its use 

(13, Cl, 86, 87). It has been employed aß a partial analysis by Tucker 

upon several matrices of psychological test date. It does not appear 

to have been tried, however, in international relations. 

Matrj" Hotnt■• on 

Due to the novelty of both thin approach and of matrix notation to 

students of international relations a short discussion of the matrix 

symbols to be employed in this proposal seoias desirable. The figures which 

follow in the research design will refer mostly to matrices, These 

matrices will bs organized in normal,two-dimensional form of rows anc' 

columns. Nomvlly, a matrix is signified by a capital letter, which 

designates the type o£ matrix, and r.r.nll case letters to each side, ■ 

signifying the moaning placed on rous and column;". Thus: 

rMc 

would be a matrix M with rows r {md columns c. Figure II, the matrix 

of the Hall and Uummel study, vould be: 

27.SC26 

or a conflict matrix of 26 variables over 275 dyads. An exception to normal 

practices will be necessary, in this proposal, however. In several 

matrices, either the rows or the columns will be organized in such a way 

as to account for two sides of the data cube. Oho matrix in Figure VI it: 

an example of such a  matrix. in t]^s cas&)  t.],c columns contain rows for all 

dyads in euch of the twelve months.  It could be written: 

(td)Cv 

or a conflict matrix of variables over time and dyads*, The following table 

displays the notations most commonly employed in this paper. 
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TAWJ- I 

Matrix Kot-.ations 

F Cactor loading natvix 
f a specific factor loading vector 
5> factor score matrix 
a a speciiic factor score vector 
t number of time periods 
H general caye for tine 
d number of dyads 
c general case for dyads 
p number of factors 
t. general caac for factors 
V number of variabler. 

dJ>(t » matrix of factor scores organized time and factors 
over dyads 

(td)Sp matrix of factor scores organised factors over 
time and dyads 

v^'p matrix factor loadings organized factors over variables 

Transform; iti oyn 
Three separate problems will be discussed in this sub-section; 

1. What sort of standardization would be adopted? 

2. Do we wish to transform any of the data? 

3. Which correlation procedure is to be adopted? 

1« Standardization. The effect of standardization ia to remove 

all variance from the data associated with differences in means and 

deviations between variables. There are several potential ways to 

standardise this matrix. The variables could be standardised within 

each month. This would equate the means of each month's activities 

and wash out the magnitude shifts due to crises or other abnormal periods. 

Another form of standardization would be to standardize the rows 

of our matrix. Standardisation in this way would equate the mean amount 

of activity fur each dyad. V.'e could then loo!; at differences within 
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dyadü over tiint. This type of.  analysis would require that the researcher be 

confident about tbr- freciuenclcs of cc.ch of.  the conflict variables. ThiF 

would hi:  too strong an assuinption, j;ivf:» our data source, Moreover, ths. 

qu^-Ktioiib- being asked of the data are not related to within öyaci differences, 

but rather, to those between dyads, or more appropriately, over al3 dyadSi 

A third approach would be to standardi/ic each nation's behavior over . 

the twelve months on a specific variable. This is an appealing standardi- 

zation procedure as it: would reduce the effect of nations which have hi£h 

frequency of conflict behavior as measured by all variabler-.. This does not 

happen in conflict behavior, however. Previous analysis has shown that 

certain nations may be high in some conflict behavior variables but do not 

display a high frequency of certain other conflict variables,  (Young and 

Morton, 9'i). My analysis will want to take into account the high oevrur- 

rencc of certain variables for specific dyads. 

What remains, then is the possibility of standardizing down the 

columns of the total matrix and thus equating the means of each variable 

over all dyads and all time periods. This form of standardization is 

done by the correlation coefficient to be computed between the variables, 

2* .Ppj-a,„Trf'nsfoniat: ons. Statisticians working with random samples 

argue that it is necessary to transform data with highly skewed dlstrlbu« 

tion to more normal distributions. Tin's argument is valid when the 

researcher is dealing with purely random samples and is attempting to base 

his judgments on significance tests, whore he feels worried about 

rejecting a true hypothesis. 

Uo data trättsformation will be applied to the data in this analysis 

for three reasons. Kirst, I an dealing with the population of conflict 

dyads for 1963. There is no need to make inferences from random samples. 
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Secondly, we avc  interested in describing the behavioral space oJ; conflict 

behavior ever time, V.'e will be interested in describing the percentage of 

variance in one; variable that is related to the variance in another vari- 

able» and not in interpreting significance tests. Thirdly, other analyses 

on 1963 as a single point in time have not transformed their matrix 

(Hall and Rumtael, 27), For us to transform any data in this analyals would 

make comparisons more difficult, 

3. Correlation Procedures, There are several correlation 

coefficients to choose from for accessing the intercorrelatlon among the 

measures. Because the distribution of the conflict data in previous 

analyses have been non-normal, generally J distributions, and because some 

of the data will be dichotomous, thought must bo given as to which 

correlation coefficient would provide the most meaningful results. The 

rank correlation methods were ruled out because of the high number of 

tied scores which will result in the organization of the matrix, Tetra- 

choric and phi-over-phi-ma:: arc ruled out because of the continuous nature 

of many of the conflict variables. The product moment coefficient is 

applicable to both cilcliotouous and continuous data. Moreover, it was the 

coefficient chosen in the earlier study of Hall and Kümmel. Its use in 

this analysis would facilitate comparison«. 

Factor Analysis 

The data m ,trix that V;Q have described to this point will be 

factor analyzed employing principal component analysis. The principal axis 

solution will be rotated to orthogonal and oblique solutions,  Ue have 

chosen component analysis because the specific variance is important in the 

description uf conflict behavior. Previous work.«; have also used component 

analysis in describing total variance in dyadic, conflict behavior 

(Ruramel, 65» and Hall and Rununel, 27). 
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In addition, v;c -plan to employ the factor scores derived f j.01.1 

the factors of conflict behavior and the component nodel will allot-; better 

estimates of true factor scores than Would cotnmori factor analysis 

(Rummel, 61)» A Another reason is that earlier worl: of Rummel's has 

found that some variables are specific to a single dimension, for example, 

anti-foreign demonstrations form one dimension in the ]95!> dy;!tlic 

behavioral conflJct. analysis (Ruimndl, 65). Ue v;ould not want to lose 

these specific factors. 

The first matrix which will be derived by faefcoring our multi- 

faceted grid is a factor loading matri!:. The matrix wil] have all of 

the variables as rows nnd the columns will represent cr.ch of the factors. 

Another matrix derived at this point is a factor score matrix. The factor 

score matrix will have each of the 275 dyads for each of the twelve time 

periods as its rows and the factors will represent its columns. Figure VII 

presents the format of these two matrices. 

Both the factor loading matrix and the factor cc.o) e matrix can be 

compared with earlier wotlt which considered 1963 as a single point in tine. 

The factor loading matrix is directly cor.ipar.-ibjc by canonical analysis.9 The 

factor score matrix, however, will have to be reduced so that each dyad Is 

only represented once. This is accomplished by takinr; a mean for each 

dyad score for the 12 month period.'.;. This procedure is suggested by 

Cattail, l/i. I will then be able to use a canonical regression program to 

make comparisons with the 1903 analysis of Hall and Rummel, 27. 

Another comparison will be made between the dimensions of conflict 

analyzed on a monthly basis and the dimensions from the yearly analysis 

of Hall and Ruramel. The relationship between the year and the months enn 

be ascertained by taking each month separately and regressing the yearly 
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dimensions on to each, The monthly periods that most closely resemble. 

the yearly pattern in 1963 can be ascertained in this manner (Amhavaara 

and Markkanen, 5). 

Many theories in international relations concerning conflict may 

involve concepts which are more abstract than the dimensions delineated 

in factor analyses of the form outlined above. Concepts such as economic 

development, for eKample, may be related to the nature of political system 

and domestic conflict at higher levels of abstraction. In factor analysis 

terms, there is a second order social factor tying together these three 

dimensions. For example, Rummel finds conformation for rank disequilibrium 

theories of conflict only at higher levels of analysis (65). Cattell 

(16, p. 225) mentions personality research agreeing on factors resembling 

the id, ego, and superego in higher order analysis. Employing this form 

of analysis in this project, the factor correlation matrix derived in 

oblique rotation will be re-factored as a higher order factor analysis. 

The resultant components will permit generalisations about higher level 

abstractions in dyadic conflict behavior over time,10 

The Groupitig of Dyads 

The. results of the above analyses will include a matrix of factor 

scores. These scores locate the dyads in foreign conflict space as defined 

by the dimensions of dyadic conflict. At this stage a very interesting 

question can be asked of the cases: "How similar are the dyads to each 

other? 

The first step in grouping dyads will be to reorganise the factor 

score matrix. The order of the. matrix was originally factors over time and 

dyads: 
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(t:d)Sp 
v.'hcre 

S - matrix of  factor scores 

t ~ no.  of   time periods 

d -  no,  of dyads 

p - factory of conflict 

We will want to reorganize this matrix so that it is time and factors over 

dyads: 

dS(tp) 

Figured VlTl shows this reorganlKatlons process, 

The spacial location of our population of 271i dyads as a point 

in the space of conflict dimensions and time is given by their component 

scores presented in Figure VII .The next step will be to define an indicator 

of closeness or distance of each of these points in this space from all of 

the other points. 

The Euclidian distance measure has gained a good deal of support as 

a similarity measure (Cronbach and Glaeser, 17; Nunnaly, 51j 

Rummel, 60.)  It measures both elevation (profile average) and scatter 

(profile standard deviation) similarity as well as similarity in profile 

shape. Thus, it determines precisely the congruence of spatial locations. 

The distance measure is: 

^\/l I (sfmB " s fmA)2 

fm=l 
where 

Sfmß - dyad B's scores on a factor (f) 
for a given month (vn) 

Sr . - dvad As score on the same 
factor and month 
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ji   -- nuiabcr öf factors 

fm  = that portion of a factor for 
a given month. 

Soe organisation of this 
matrix in Figure VIII, 

V.'e will present two methods of grouping matrices on their distances. ^ 

Tlic first method is a direct factor analysis of the distance matrix 

(Rummel, 61, Section 22.2). Although Most texts on factor analysis have 

not dealt v.-ith the technique's applications in grouping coses in this 

manner, its use is well within the factor model and has some support in 

international relations (Hall and Rummel, 27; Rummel, CO; and Uusse.tt, 69), 

The distances are first scaled to lie between 0 and .1.00, where 1.00 is 

the closest point: in space. This transforms the distance matrix into a 

similarity matrix, the similarity matrix is then factor analyzed as 

though it were a correlation matrix. The resulting factor« define dyads 

whose pattern of distances from other dyads are interdcpeindent-~siuiilae 

in profile. Dyads with high loadings on the same factors are similarly 

located in space: they form a group. The group factors can then be 

rotated through orthogonal and oblique solutions to delineate the best 

simple structure definition of groups. These groups would be distinct and 

without ambiguity as to the number of groups or their membership. 

Another method of grouping entities is based upon the actual 

distance between points in space rather than the patterns of variation in 

distance associated with factor analysis. This method develops a hier- 

archical grouping of dyads -- a taxonoraic tree or aeii.drogram with the 

dyads that are closest in space on the bottom of each branch. This method 

is closely associated with taxononic analysis in the biological sciences 

as employed in building taxonomies of reptiles, mammals, or insects 

(Sokal and Sneath, 81), Figure IX shows a typical dendrogram. 
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Several ccclmiqucs by which a dendrogram cap. he built have been 

published. The- nost recent uf th«.*. in by S. C. Johnson, 36. It subsumes 

Ward1«, M, {roupJr.; technique auJ Uni.  crploycd by Sokal and Sneath, 8.10 

The technique oj>cra!.pn on n distance or similarity matrix. It groups 

objectr. on iho basis of their distances from each other. Thus, the clocust 

two points in space will be grouped together first. The next closent 

dyads are grouped secondly, and so forth, until all entities arc in a 

single group. The key to t.hc; method is being able to replace t\jo OK more 

objects (dyads) with a single entity or cluster that defines the distance 

between the newly formed cluster and all other dyads or clusters. When 

two dyaüü form a group, there are two alternative distances between the 

group end the other cntitias; the original distances between each of the 

two dyads that joined to form the croup and the other dyads. Johnson's 

program allows the choice of cither the maximum distance or the minimum 

distance, lie terms these alternative choices the diameter and connectcd- 

ness methods., respectively. The resultinp, taxonomies are invariant under 

monotone transformations of the similarity data. The absolute numbers 

obtained from earlier analysis (l.e.^ dlstanee or similarity calculations) 

may lie along virttui.Tly aoy scale as long as v;o have confidence in our 

data up to rani; order. 

The diau'.cter method attempts to minimiz-.c the diameters of the 

group. Thus, the diameter method builds groups by adding a dyad to a group 

if the maximum dlstatieo between the dyad and any group member is smaller 

than that between the group medicrs and other dyads not in the group. 

Every time a gtoup is formed between two dyads, X and Y, there is a choice 

as to which dan fence we should use to repveseuf. the distance for each 

group [XjYjand another dyad 2, The diameter method makes the choice of the 
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maximum distance: 

d(|7x,Y],Z) - max d [(X,*), c'.(y,Z)"| 

v/lu.rc-. 

d    ~  distance 

[x,yj - cluster formed by grouping 
nation.'; X r.nd Y 

7. :-  another nation not grouped 
in |X,.V[ 

The connectedness method adds a dyad to a group if.  th£ minimum 

distance between this dyad and any member of Llie /group is smaller than that 

between the group and other dyp.ds, not in the group. In its choice of 

distances between the group and other dyads, the criteria employed is the 

minimum distance: 

d ([x,Y],Z) = win dftx^), <1 OVT| 

where 

d    -  distance 

[x,Yj - cluster formed by 
grouping nations X and Y 

Z   " another nation not grouped 
in [X,Y] 

Profiles of Dyndic Conflict Bdiavior Over Time 

It is difficult to make sense out of groups, such as those envisioned 

On page 21, without having some description of the profile similarity of 

group Members, Vic will be interested in characterising a group of a given 

sif.e by a taxonomic method developed by lla.ll, 26. To tell the miderlying 

profile similarity of each group, we compute group averages and standard 

deviations for each of the columns in our transposed factor watrl;: ?.s 

presented in Figure VII» The matrix is organised as,: 
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dS(tp) 

we then plot these averages and standard deviations on a graph in terms 

of the average in standard ncnrcs for the indicators themselves. Thus, 

for every column in the matrix, v.'c \;;!J1 be comparing the group r.iean with 

the population mean. The resultant f;):.'iph for each group is exemplified 

in Figure X.   A second means of displaying dyad shifts over time is to 

take Lht; highest loading nation on each of the factors in  the direct 

factor- analyses which produced groupings. Thus, v:e have the inost 

representative dyad for each of the groups. We can then plot this dyad's 

shift in conflict behavior by considering two dimensions of conflict 

behavior at a tiue and locatin" the .scores for each of these 

representative dyads on each of the 12 time periods. An example of this 

form of output if; presented in Figure Xl« 
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Footnotes 

1. Sec:: a.    J. David Singer, "The: Relevance oJ! the äiehavioral Sciences 
to. the Study of International ReJ-ations," Behavioral Science 
VI (October 1961) pp. 32/.-335; 

h, Karl Deutsch, Nerves of Government:, Free Press, Mew York, 1963; 

c. Charles McClelland, "The Function of Thoorf in International 
Relations," Journal of Conflict Resolution, JV (September 1960) 
pp. 303-336." 

(1. John G. Kemcny, "A Philosopher Looks at Political Science," 
Journal of Conflict Resolution, IV (Sept, .I960) pp. 292-301. 

The relevance of the scientific inquiry is still debated, 
however. The moat relevant explosions seen Co be the 
exchange between Bull arid Kaplan in l.'orld Politics and the 
forthcor.iing Roscnau and Knorr reader, Contend j ag Appronchc-f! to 
the Study of Internatjonnl Relationg. 

2. See: a. K. J. llolsti, Internationa.! Politics, 1967, Prentice Ball, 
Eiißlev/ood Cliffs, N, J. 

b. C, A. McClelland, Theoryrand the International Systein^ 
MacMillan, 1966, New York. 

c. Harold Sprout and Margret Sprout, iFqundatj.onsi of International 
Politics, Van .Hostrand, Now York, 1962. 

3. For a useful evaluation of the state of the art see: 

Raymond Plati«;, International Relations Research, Clio PresSj 
Santa Barbara, 1967. 

^i. Singer comments, "....very little of the scientific work in international 
politics is published yet. That which ia available to the 
entire scholarly community is often in jioumals that have not 
yet found their way to the traditionalist's desk. In a cpjick 
survey, I found that as of June 1967, there were still fewer 
than 100 English language articles which —•• in my judgment — 
fall in the scientific, data-based category, and of these, four 
were in World Politics and five in American Volitical Science 
Review, while the rest were in Journal of Conflict Resolution, 
Journal of Peace Research, Peace Research Society Papers, and 
General Systems. Moreover, with the time lag between submission 
and publication of an article, we rely increasingly on the 
exchange of pre-prints and other informal conimunications..." 

J. David Ginger, "The Incomplete. Theorist: Insight without: 

Evidence," to appear in Knorr li  Roscnau (eds) Contending, 
Approaches to the Study of International Ralqtions, forthcomihg. 
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The  Gxceptiona  iv  this  ;irc;: 

a. Steven ),)rams>  "The SLructure of Influence Relationships in the 
InteiTuntional  System,"   to be published  in James N.  Rosenau  (ed) 
International Po]itics and ForeiRn Policy;     A Rgader_in Research 
and Theory  (rev.   ed.:   N.  Y.   Free Press,   forthcoming 1969. 

b. Bruce Russett,  International Regions and the InteiTiatlonal System; 
A Study in Political Ecology, Rand McKally,  Chicago,  1967. 

c. R,  J,  Rummel,  The Dimensions of Nations,   forthcoming, 

6, See;     Horclecai Ezckiel and Karl A.  Fox, Methods of Correlation and 
Regression Analysis.,  Third Edition,   1966,  John Wiley & Sons,  N.Y., 
Chapter 18~  On the"Effect of Random Error, 

7, See Hosier's experimental findings on this point and 
Cattail's comments. 

Charles I,  Hosier»"influence of Chance Error on Simple Structure: 
An Empirical Investigation of the Effect of Chance Error and Estimated 
Communalities on Simple  Structure in Factorial Analysis," 
Psychometrika,   4   (1939),  pp.  33~44. 

Raymond Cattell, Factor Analysis, New York;  Harper & Bros.  1952, 

8, I. will employ varimax and biquartimin techniques respectively, 

lJ,    Canonical analysis produces a coefficient which explains the amount of 
variance in the basis of  one space which can be predicted ßiven knowledge 
about  the basis of  the  second space.    The technique makes no assumption 
Of  independence or dependence associated with regression or factor 
comparison techniques.     For a discussion see Donald F, Morrison, 
Mu11ivartate Statistipal Methods,  1967, McGraw Hill,  M,Y, Chap,  6. 

10. For an example of  this technique in international relations,  see 
R. J. Rummel,  "Some Attributes and Behavioral Patterns of Nations, 
Journal of Peace Research,   1967, No.  2', pp^   196-206. 

11, An extensive investigation has been completed on the  interpretability of 
these  two methods of  grouping,  using a city milage  (distance)   table,  W.  R. 
Phillips,  "Investigations  into Alternative Techniques for Developing 
Empirical Taxonomies:     The Results of Two Plasmodes," Dimensionality of 
of Nations Research Report No.   15, mimeo,   3.968, 
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